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People don’t realize the effects of their actions, words and
decisions as they seem to take so long to take effect in the
long run. That’s a manifestation of the semi-conscious mind at
work. We expect quick results when so much is way deeper than
surface appearances and understandings.

I’m addressing the awakening and those working to effect it.
If these controllers can work their nefarious program this
slowly  over  centuries,  so  must  we  be  willing  to  see  our
desired arousal of humanity in many ways. Admittedly we need
something fast and furious in light of what they’re foisting
upon humanity, but it’s an organic process, much like spring
reaching  the  roots  and  branches  of  budding  nature  which
blossoms in the crescendo of life.

Seemingly slowly, yet all encompassing and of a synchronized
and massively magnificent magnitude – a wondrous demonstration
of irrepressible life!

Don’t Be Fooled
On their imposed time frame and mindset we may appear to be
weak and powerless. That’s a total illusion, a lie of the
baser sort designed to engender weakness and a lack of fight.
We are everything. Our united stand in conscious awareness and
brotherhood is exactly what they fear and are trying to dispel
at every cost.
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That’s why it’s time to put the pedal to the metal.

Defy them. Glory in your awareness and freedom. Be bold and
brash in the face of whatever they throw at us. Our fire is
what is setting their cobweb of deceit aflame and they know
it…but  never  mind  them.  Our  concentration  needs  to  be  on
manifesting  the  Truth.  Their  mechanisms  are  in  place  to
discourage initiative, any sense of freedom or autonomy, and
our clear and given knowledge of personal sovereignty.

Screw  them.  United  we  stand.  And  march  forward  we  will.
Unrepressed. Truth cannot be stopped.

All  the  hocus-pocus  of  media  entrainment  has  one  goal  –
disempowerment. They cannot kill our bodies as hard as they
try, they cannot suppress love and truth, and they cannot stop
the tide of the awakening, despite the naysayers and critics.
We are it. As sure as the tide comes and goes, as sure as the
sun sets and rises, the spiraling nature of existence has put
a definite period on this march to dystopia, no matter what
insane conflagration might befall us as they perform their
desperate death throes.

Happy Days
This might sound shallow to some but this is the case. We have
a LOT to be happy about. The exposure of their cruel intent,
their psychopathic maneuverings, and the brash and blatant
designs of their programs are out in the open. Wide open.
Those who are willing to see are clearly able to see now. It’s
something to take great heart in.

Granted,  it’s  sad  for  those  who  refuse  to  look.  They
apparently haven’t gotten the memo yet. But many will in the
days to come. You can count on that.

We need to keep our chins up and looking into the light. It
takes  some  concentration  when  the  news  is  so  foreboding
everyday, but do it we must. Not ignorantly or Pollyanna-ish,



but with real determined wisdom and knowledge. We’re facing a
change the world has never seen – a global reconstruction
which these fascist controllers want to reconstruct enroute.
Sorry, a new age is dawning boys.

They’re usurpers, shallow magicians of sorts, making their
play for our planet that was designed for love and harmony.
Out with the bastards, they’re lying thieves wanting to steal
our energy and home.

It’s time to manifest our true selves, true heart, true spirit
and true claim to our heritage.

Do it – and enjoy it! It’s a wonderful time to be alive!

Know you are not alone!

Love always,

Zen


